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@ 100% AT&T 9:08 AM X HW 1.pdf 1 of 4 ECON 201 HOMEWORK i Fall 2019 Due Sept. 26, 2019 CHAPTERS 1,2,3,4 I. Production Possibilities For each of the following situations, show how you would represent the production production possibilities change experienced by the country. Start out by drawing a PPF for the country with agricultural goods in the horizontal axis and manufactured goods axis and with the assumption that resources are not identical in production. or on the vertical a) Show how you would represent the impact Hurricane Dorian had on the Jacksonville area. Explain briefly why you believe your picture changes in the way you illustrated. b) Show the effect that a changes in the way you illustrated c) Economic statistics indicate that unemployment in Spain has risen from 8.6% in the first quarter of 2018 to 25.02% in the fourth quarter of 2018. Show how you would represent the impact of this dramatic increase in unemployment in Spain. Explain briefly why you believe your picture changes in the way you illustrated d) Congress is currently considering a new immigration policy that would allow people with the entrepreneurial skills and the money to start new businesses permission to emigrate to the U.S. if they start a business in this country that employs at least 5 U.S. workers. Show how you would represent the impact of this policy on the U.S. Explain briefly why you believe your picture changes in the way you illustrated prolonged drought. Explain briefly why you believe your picture II. Gains from Trade Suppose the following table provides the production possibilities for the only two countries in the world. These two countries can produce only these two goods. Assume resources are identical in production. Use this information to show how trade benefits the world and the two individual countries. Also assume the countries are able to produce with no idle resources and production mistakes no Diamond Silver Australia 180 270 Canada 90 180 a) Illustrate the production possibilities for these two countries by drawing their PPF, with silver measured on the horizontal axis and diamonds measured on the vertical axis. (Make sure you use a ruler to draw PPFS) b) Assuming these two countries decide to remain self-sufficient and not engage in trade with each other, illustrate the consumption possibilities for these two countries by drawing their CPF. How were you able to determine the CPF8? 1 c) Show the actual production levels of each country assuming the countries are self-sufficient
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Related questions


Q: Lithium Batteries	Gas Engines
0	100
25	80
40	65
60	40
70	15
80	0

Please draw a PPF curve for the…
A: PPF of two goods Gas engines and batteries.

Q: Draw a production possibilities frontier (PPF) with missiles on the horizontal axis and butter on…
A: The functional relationship between the factors of production (inputs) and output is shown by the…

Q: Draw the production Possibility frontier from the following information (with corn production on the…
A: 

Q: Table 1: Production Capacity of COVID-FREE LAND.Toilet Rolls Sanitizers30,000 028,000 1,00024,000…
A: An economy has a given amount of resources that it has to employ in the most efficient manner. In…

Q: 360
264
144
48
50
170
320
440
500
Food
A: For 48 clothes,450 food can be produced.

Q: Part 1 of 4
Points: 0 of 1
Sa
Tom and Abby produce rackets and balls. The graphs
show their…
A: Production possibility frontier: It refers to the curve under which the economy can try to produce…

Q: 9. A nation with fixed quantities of resources is able to produce
any of the following combinations…
A: A production possibility frontier illustrates the possible combinations of two goods that can be…

Q: onstruct a Production Possibilities Curve in Excel based on the following Production possibilities…
A: Note: As per the guidelines we will answer only three subparts. Please resubmit the question again…

Q: 1.)
both have ten hours of time available. The can use their time to do one of two things: make…
A: * Solution :- 
(1)
From the given information the answer is provided as below as

Q: A production possibilities table for two products, Consumption goods and Capital goods,
is found…
A: The curve that depicts various quantities of goods and services being produced using the resources…

Q: 1. Suppose you are a farmer with 20 hectares of land on which you could grow either wheat or barley.…
A: Since you have posted a question with multiple sub-parts, we will solve first three sub-parts for…

Q: Discuss any five factors that may cause production possibility frontier (PPF) curve to shift.
A: In economics, the PPF or the production possibility curve is a locus that shows the feasible…

Q: Figure below consider the production possibilities curve for a country that can produce pillows,…
A: Production Possibility Curve is a graph or an economic model that shows maximum combinations of…

Q: The table below sets out the production possibilities of a small Pacific island economy. An economy…
A: Production possibility curve shows the combination of two goods that can be produced with the given…

Q: 6. Specialization and production possibilities
Suppose the United Kingdom produces only smartphones…
A: A production-possibility frontier (PPF) is a  graph showing the combinations of two commodities…

Q: Figure 1 shows the PPF for an economy that produces Food and Clothes. What is the maximum amount of…
A: The production possibility curve shows the combination of output that can be produced in a country…

Q: 4. Shifts in production possibilities
Suppose Japan produces two types of goods: agricultural and…
A: Production Possibility Frontier is the locus of different possible combinations of two goods that an…

Q: 3. Country A and Country B are two countries that each produce t-shirts (T) and sneakers (S). From…
A: A country’s PPF measures various combinations of two products that can be produced with the…

Q: The following table shows a set of hypothetical production possibilities for a nation producing…
A: We will answer the first three subparts only. Please resubmit the question with any other parts…

Q: Basketballs per Hour…
A: The production possibility curve or the production possibility frontier is the graphical…

Q: Assume an economy producing only two goods (shoes and computers) with a fixed amount of productive…
A: 

Q: 1. Discuss any five factors that may cause production possibility frontier (PPF) curve to shift.
2.…
A: Since you have posted multiple questions, we will solve the first question for you. If you want any…

Q: 19. Which of the following statements is true?
a Point A is inefficient.
b. Point B is inefficient.…
A: Point C cannot be attained with current technology. Thus option “d” is the correct answer.

Q: 12. Use the production possibility curve (PPC) to answer the question. If Zambia is currently on…
A: The production possibility curve (PPC) shows the bundle of two commodities that a country can…

Q: The accompanying hypothetical production possibilities tables are for New Zealand and Spain. Each…
A: Because individuals have limited resources at their disposal, the problem of scarcity requires them…

Q: Brian and Crystal are farmers. Each one owns an 18-acre plot of land. The following table shows the…
A: Brian and Crystal are farmers. Each one owns an 18-acre plot of land. From the table given, Brian…

Q: New cars to remain scarce well into next year as semiconductor shortage wears on.

 

 

 

Explain…
A: New cars to remain scarce well into next year as the semiconductor shortage wears on.
The given…

Q: A nation with fixed quantities of resources is able to produce any of the following combinations of…
A: 

Q: Steve can bake either 3 loaves of bread or 12 dozen cookies a day. Sarah can bake either 6 loaves of…
A: a.
The production possibility frontier is as shown below:

Q: Q11. Refer to Figure 1. Along the production possibilities frontier, the most efficient point of…
A: Production Possibility Frontier is a curve which shows the locus of different combinations of two…

Q: opportunity cost
A: The answer is C) 700

Q: 3. Shifts in production possibilities
Suppose the United States produces two types of goods:…
A: Here, the given graph shows various combination of agriculture good and capital good in terms of…

Q: Hecksher-Ohlin Model
Mexico and Brazil each make t-shirts and televisions. The two countries have…
A: Hecksher-Ohlin Model
The model states that the country will export that good which comparatively…

Q: 250
A
225
D
200
B
175
150
125
100
75
E
50
25
20
40
60
80
100
Oil Drills
the PPF shown in the figure…
A: Production possibility frontier represents the varying amount of two goods when they depends on the…

Q: Drew the graph of the Fruit Farm's production possibilities frontier. Put apples on the horizontal…
A: Production possibility frontier is the graphical representation of different combination of two…

Q: A production possibilities table for two products, Consumption goods and Capital goods, is found…
A: "Since you have asked multiple questions, we will solve the first question for you. If you want any…

Q: The following graph shows the production possibilities curve (also known as the production…
A: The production possibility curve represents the most efficient bundles of goods a company can…

Q: The following graphs show two possible PPFS for South Africa's economy: a straight-line PPF (PPF¡)…
A: Production possibility frontier: - it is the graphical representation of different combinations of…

Q: Production Possibilities Frontier (Ch. 2)
Computers
D
B
PPF₁
PPF₂
Bread
(1) Economic growth in this…
A: 

Q: e. Which curve(s) could represent the change that would occur with a huge natural disaster that…
A: PPC shows the different combinations of production of two goods at a given level of resources and…

Q: 8. Shifts in production possibilities
Suppose the United States produces two types of goods:…
A: Production Possibility Frontier (PPF) refers to graphical representation of possible combinations of…

Q: 4. Shifts in production possibilities
Suppose Spain produces two types of goods: agricultural and…
A: In the given diagram, an economy produces two goods i.e. LOCOMOTIVE and ALFALFA. In this, the…

Q: Use the following table to answer the question below.

 

Alexandra’s Production Possibilities…
A: Given:



Alexandra’s Production Possibilities Schedule
Natalia’s Production Possibilities Schedule…

Q: If, next year, the production possibilities curve passes through point W on which point on this…
A: Production Possibility curve is the locus of different combinations of two goods that a country can…

Q: Suppose the United States can produce cattle or corn with a given amount of resources. Attached is a…
A: a)
By examining at the appropriate graphic, that has the marginal benefit, MB, and marginal cost, MC…

Q: 3. What is a production possibility frontier? State the assumptions and two types of PPF. What is…
A: A production possibility frontier (PPF), also knows as a production possibility curve (PPC) or an…

Q: 14. Which of the following is correct?
a. The PPF must be concave.
b. The PPF must be a straight…
A: NOTE: We'll answer the first question as the exact one is not specified. Please submit a new…







Question


This is question one but I’m not sure what I’m actually supposed to be drawing because there are no charts or any numbers for us to be plugging in. This is for question 1 A-D
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CHAPTERS 1,2,3,4
I. Production Possibilities
For each of the following situations, show how you would represent the production
production possibilities change experienced by the country. Start out by drawing a PPF for the
country with agricultural goods in the horizontal axis and manufactured goods
axis and with the assumption that resources are not identical in production.
or
on the vertical
a) Show how you would represent the impact Hurricane Dorian had on the Jacksonville area.
Explain briefly why you believe your picture changes in the way you illustrated.
b) Show the effect that a
changes in the way you illustrated
c) Economic statistics indicate that unemployment in Spain has risen from 8.6% in the first
quarter of 2018 to 25.02% in the fourth quarter of 2018. Show how you would represent
the impact of this dramatic increase in unemployment in Spain. Explain briefly why you
believe your picture changes in the way you illustrated
d) Congress is currently considering a new immigration policy that would allow people with
the entrepreneurial skills and the money to start new businesses permission to emigrate to
the U.S. if they start a business in this country that employs at least 5 U.S. workers. Show
how you would represent the impact of this policy on the U.S. Explain briefly why you
believe your picture changes in the way you illustrated
prolonged drought. Explain briefly why you believe your picture
II. Gains from Trade
Suppose the following table provides the production possibilities for the only two countries in
the world. These two countries can produce only these two goods. Assume resources are
identical in production. Use this information to show how trade benefits the world and the two
individual countries. Also assume the countries are able to produce with no idle resources and
production mistakes
no
Diamond
Silver
Australia
180
270
Canada
90
180
a) Illustrate the production possibilities for these two countries by drawing their PPF, with
silver measured on the horizontal axis and diamonds measured on the vertical axis. (Make
sure you use a ruler to draw PPFS)
b) Assuming these two countries decide to remain self-sufficient and not engage in trade with
each other, illustrate the consumption possibilities for these two countries by drawing their
CPF. How were you able to determine the CPF8?
1
c)
Show the actual production levels of each country assuming the countries are self-sufficient
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Step by step
Solved in 5 steps with 4 images
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Knowledge Booster


Learn more about Demand and Supply Curves
Need a deep-dive on the concept behind this application? Look no further. Learn more about this topic, economics and related others by exploring similar questions and additional content below.


Similar questions


	(Shape of the PPF) Suppose a production possibilitiesfrontier includes the following combinations:Cars                         Washing Machines0                                   1,000100                                 600200                                     0a. Graph the PPF, assuming that it has no curvedsegments.b. What is the cost of producing an additional car when50 cars are being produced?




The Marope Economy has the capacity to produce the goods and services that are outlined in Table 1 below. You are required to:a. Draw a Production Possibility Frontier (PPF) and list all efficient points of production.b. Marope Economy wishes to produce 520 billion units of consumer goods. Plot this output onthe Frontier and state whether this is an efficient point or not.Table 1 – Production Possibilities     Output (billions of units per year) Consumer goods Consumer servicesPart BA B480 420 0 120C D240 0 240 300               Use graphs to demonstrate how the following factors will change the PPF.a. A decrease in migrationb. An increase in natural resourcesc. Changes in technology




France and Tunisia both have Mediterraneanclimates that are excellent for producing/harvestinggreen beans and tomatoes. In France it takes two hoursfor each worker to harvest green beans and two hours toharvest a tomato. Tunisian workers need only one hourto harvest the tomatoes but four hours to harvest greenbeans. Assume there are only two workers, one in eachcountry, and each works 40 hours a week.a. Draw a production possibilities frontier for eachcountry. Hint: Remember the productionpossibility frontier is the maximum that allworkers can produce at a unit of time which, inthis problem, is a week.b. Identify which country has the absoluteadvantage in green beans and which country hasthe absolute advantage in tomatoes.c. Identify which country has the comparativeadvantage.d. How much would France have to give up interms of tomatoes to gain from trade? How muchwould it have to give up in terms of green beans?






	A nation with fixed quantities of resources is able to produce any of the following combinations of bread and ovens:Bread (tons) Oven (000’s)60 050 1240 2230 3020 3610 40 0 42These figures assume that a certain number of previously produced ovens are available in the current period for baking bread.a. Using data in the table, graph the ppf (with ovens on the vertical axis)b. What happens to the opportunity cost of bread – measured in number of ovens—as bread production increases from 0 to 10 tons, from 10 to 20 tons, from 20 to 30 tons, and so on?c. If this country chooses to produce both bread and ovens, what will happen to the ppf over time? Why?
Select one:￼a. Remains stagnant ￼b. Decline over time towards inefficiency￼c. Increase over time and decline￼d. Increase over time towards growth




scenario
Production Advantage and Opportunity CostsAssume there are two countries, the United States and France, and two goods, automobiles andcomputers.The table presented below shows the number of automobiles and computers that the United States andFrance can produce with the same amount of resources.United States FranceAutomobiles 120 100Computers 60 55Source: Pearson Education Inc.
1.1 Which country has an absolute advantage in computer production? Motivate your answer.1.2 Which country has a comparative advantage in the production of automobiles? Motivateyour answer. 1.3 Assume these countries trade with one another under the conditions of free trade. Whichcountry will specialise in the production of automobiles? Motivate your answer. 1.4 If free trade exists between the United States and France, what are the highest and lowestlevels for the price of an automobile (expressed in terms of computers)? Motivate youranswer by stating which level favours the United States and France.




Table 1: Production Capacity of COVID-FREE LAND.Toilet Rolls Sanitizers30,000 028,000 1,00024,000 2,00018,000 3,00010,000 4,0000 5,000Use information in Table 1 above to answer the following questions:
 In your own words, while making use of the graph that you have created in part a, explain what the PPF is. Cleary state all assumptionsand properties of the PPF.






	The following graph shows the production possibilities frontier (PPF) of an economy that produces drinking water and steel. The black points (plus symbols) represent three possible output levels in a given month. You can select the points to see their exact coordinates.
 
Suppose the economy initially produces 6 million gallons of drinking water and 200,000 tons of steel, which is represented by point A. The opportunity cost of producing an additional 2 million gallons of drinking water (that is, moving production to point B) is _________ (options: 24000, 32000, 40000, 48000, 60000). 
 


Suppose, instead, that the economy currently produces 168,000 tons of steel and 8 million gallons of drinking water, which is represented by point B. Now the opportunity cost of producing an additional 2 million gallons of drinking water (that is, moving to point C) is ________ (options: 24000, 32000, 40000, 48000, 60000).
 
Comparing your answers in the two previous paragraphs, you can see that the…




1.   The countries France and Italy produce Perfumes and Leather Coats using only labor as an input. AvailableLabor for France and Italy is 3000 and 1000 respectively. Unit of labor per Leather Coat in France is 6 units and inItaly are 2 units. France needs 2 units of labors to produce 1 bottle of Perfume and Italy needs 4 unit of labor.
 
 
a)  Draw the Production Possibility Curve by using relevant information.
 
b)  Which country has the comparative advantage in producing Perfume?




Production Advantage and Opportunity CostsAssume there are two countries, the United States and France, and two goods, automobiles andcomputers.The table presented below shows the number of automobiles and computers that the United States andFrance can produce with the same amount of resources.United States FranceAutomobiles 120 100Computers 60 55Source: Pearson Education Inc.
1.1 Which country has an absolute advantage in computer production? Motivate your answer.1.2 Which country has a comparative advantage in the production of automobiles? Motivateyour answer. 1.3 Assume these countries trade with one another under the conditions of free trade. Whichcountry will specialise in the production of automobiles? Motivate your answer. 1.4 If free trade exists between the United States and France, what are the highest and lowestlevels for the price of an automobile (expressed in terms of computers)? Motivate youranswer by stating which level favours the United States and France.






	Suppose that there are 10 million workers inCanada and that each of these workers can produce either 2 cars or 30 bushels of wheat in a year.
a. What is the opportunity cost of producing acar in Canada? What is the opportunity costof producing a bushel of wheat in Canada?Explain the relationship between the opportunity costs of the two goods.
b. Draw Canada’s production possibilities frontier. If Canada chooses to consume 10 millioncars, how much wheat can it consume without trade? Label this point on the productionpossibilities frontier.
c. Now suppose that the United States offers tobuy 10 million cars from Canada in exchangefor 20 bushels of wheat per car. If Canadacontinues to consume 10 million cars, howmuch wheat does this deal allow Canada toconsume? Label this point on your diagram.Should Canada accept the deal?




Draw a PPF graph for a farm producing two products (RICE & WHEAT) that illustrates increasing opportunity cost and show: a) Show how this PPF graph will change when a technological progress happens in the production of both products? b) Show how this graph will change when this PPF graph shift inwards? And what could be the reason for this PPF graph to shift inwards?




Elif can produce 6 pies or 30 cakes in 1 hour. Ahmet can produce 10 pies or 20 cakes in 1hour
A) What is the opportunity cost of producing cakes for Elif? What is the opportunitycost of producing cakes for Ahmet?B) Who has a comparative advantage in producing pies and who has a comparativeadvantage in producing cakes?C) On the PPF lines, show what Elif produces and what Ahmet produces when theyspecialize.D) Suppose that they set the exchange price as 1 Pie = 3 Cakes. If they specialize andtrade, show an exchange situation that is beneficial for both (compared to thesituation you found at part (b))?F) What is the minimum and maximum exchange price they could have determined foran exchange that will be beneficial for both of them?
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